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China’s Rural Revitalization strategy 

In recent 40 years, China's rapid
economic growth and urban biased
development has caused a huge rural-
urban migration and emergence of
hollow villages characterised by:

• the declining and aging populations,

• limited economic and social opportunities for
residents,

• and depleting natural resources.

With an ultimate aim of speeding up the
modernization in rural areas, rural
revitalization strategy was adopted
during the 19th National Congress of the
Communist Party of China on 18 October
2017.

The strategy of “Rural Revitalization” is a
major strategy for solving the “three
rural issues” - to modernize agriculture,
improve farmers’ socio-economic
situation, and develop basic infra-
structure in rural areas.

Rural revitalization strategy in China will
consider key issues like
• territorial development balancing rural areas

with intermediate cities and urban areas,

• infrastructure and connectivity,

• employment and livelihoods,

• environmental sustainability,

• rural public and social services
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Ceremony of signing an agreement among 
the project partners in Nanchong

This study is qualitative and draws the
lessons from the experience of the
participatory approach to rural
revitalization with a particular focus on
landscape planning and ecological
assessment.

This study is based on a pilot project
undertaken in Baoping, Ylong county
and Jinyuan, Xichong county in
Nanchong in Sichuan Province in P.R.
China, undertaken during 2017/2019 by
the Hanns Seidel Foundation (HSS),
being facilitated by the Sichuan
Department of the Ministry of Natural
Resources.

Methodology 
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Roadmap  Step 1  Conventions and strategic targets 

Regulate administrative 
responsibilities and compulsoriness

Regulate coordination of one head 
for several government agencies

Ceremony of signing an agreement among 
the project partners in Nanchong 2017

Fix  Strategic targets:

1、Organization of the project 

2、System of operation

3、Financing and funding

4、Public participation

5、Speed and Quality

6、Mode of Fostering 

7、Advanced, flexible way of thinking
– multiple time stages and scenarios

8、Sustainability and economy 

9、Advanced working methods,  content and technology 
- citizen participation, ecological landscape planning, 

- vitality check, 3-D scanning, 

10、Human being in the center



Human being in the center:
What are core challenges about human beings?

• Only 14% people still living here

• Aging of the left back population

• Working generation has gone

• Disrupted families, leftback kids  

• Poor education level of remainers  

• 30% of the cropland is abandoned

Roadmap  Step 2  Fundamental questions 



• For which  population revitalisation will be planned? 

• For new farmers, investors, the return of the working     
„middle“ generation?

• What are the needs of the  elderly and leftback kids?

• How can the younger ones be held back in the countryside? 

• What kind of proper infrastructure is required  for whom?

Roadmap  Step 2  Fundamental questions 

Discuss and try to clarify fundamental 
questions



• Academic Summer 
school with Renmin 
University of  China, 
Beijing July 2017 
Chengdu July 2018

• Local field   
excursions 
with discussion of    
ecological issues

Roadmap  Step 3  Information and capacity building

• Training week for 
local officials 
Nanchong  in 
August 2017



Advanced  inventory  of the area :

• Evaluation of demographic and geographical statistics

• Survey of all kind of  infrastructure

• Survey of Settlement

• Landscape inventory and ecological analysis:
- mapping and evaluating typical landscape structures
- evaluation  ecological functions
- Survey of Landscape ecology, mapping in a GIS database

• Civil participation
- interviewing local citicens to their needs and whishes
- documentation in da GIS database 

✓

Roadmap  Step 4  Inventory and evaluation 
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01 Agriculture and stockbreeding

02 Road infrastructure and traffic

03 Settlement and Village renewal

Roadmap    Step 5    Networked fields of action 

- Future of agriculture, future of farmers? 
- How to treat favorable /unfavorable production conditions
- Land consolidation, reuse of abandoned land, new investors

- how consolidate scatteresd settlement, develop villages
- Indicators for evaluation: Structure, style, standard, 
- village renewal, cultural heritage , village community, 

village infrastructure

- To develop a proper transportation system as basic infrastructure
- Quality standards for  street spaces in villages and country roads
- public transport, consider weaker road users



06 Tourism

05 Landscape and ecology

04 Social issue, education, culture, health

Roadmap    Step 5    Networked fields of action 

- What are the endogen chances?
- Local benefits,  sustainable agro – tourism 
- how to employ all – over the year  - tourism

- Social facilities for all generations, health service
- Educational and  vocational facilities and offers for locals
- Save, maintain and devlop local culture

- How to protect and develop ecological landscape
- Ecological infrastructure to protect rivers, natural resources 
- How to maintain the character and spirit of the landscape
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Roadmap    Step 5    Networked fields of action 

The inter – disciplinary approach 
in Rural revitalization

Most crucial: To strengthen home 
economy, create rural  jobs 
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…
..
.

Core Problems Targets

Masterplan

Measures

Analyze core problems, formulate targets and measures for the Masterplan

 Measure  1 . .

 Measure 2 . .

 Measure 3 . .
…
..
.

 Target 1

 Target 2

 Target 3
…
..
.

Roadmap    Step  6 + 7 + 8  Core problems -> targets, measures
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Stack the layers of sectoral planning to check  compatibility

Find out compatibility or  conflicts! readjust  conflicts !!

Agricultural concept

Road and traffic concept

Settlement / Village renewal  concept

Social infrastructure

Ecological infrastructure

Non agricultural economy

Tourism concept

Landscape  ecology concept

Roadmap    Step  6 + 7 + 8  Core problems -> targets, measures



Finalization and Implementation 
of the Masterplan

✓ Keep public transparency: 
continue civil participation

✓ Prepare development options

✓ Set measures according to priority 
and time sequence

✓Make the necessary official decisions
to set the masterplan a binding guideline

✓ Prepare private / public funding

Roadmap    Step  9 + 10

✓ Prepare private / public funding



• The HSS pilot project explored new 
modes of landscape planning for rural 
revitalization and mobilized the rural 
people to develop themselves and 
their communities. 

• It provided experience and guidelines 
for the implementation of future 
projects related to China’s new rural 
revitalization policy. 

Based on the lessons learned from the pilot 
project, the study suggests the following:

• Investing in social, technical and 
ecological infrastructure;

• Strengthening self-responsibilities of 
communities and villagers;

• Creating innovative job opportunities in 
rural areas; 

• Considering environmental sustainability 
in long-term strategic planning and 
policies;  

• Promoting education and social 
infrastructure as key qualities of life; and

• Encouraging capacity development and 
citizen participation in the planning process.

Conclusions and Recommendations 
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